
Private Advertising Signs - Excerpts from The Highways and 

Transportation Act (available online) 
 
Control of departmental roads  

8(1)        Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in or any other Act of the Legislature, but 
subject to subsection (2), the jurisdiction over, and the control and possession of, every 
departmental road are vested in the government; and upon a highway within a municipality 
becoming a provincial trunk highway or a provincial road or an industrial road, the 
municipality is thereupon relieved of the responsibility of maintaining and repairing it.  

Materials, structures, etc., on departmental roads  

8(3)        No person shall  

(a) place any material or cause any material to be placed; or  

(b) carry out, build, construct, reconstruct, establish or place any works, structures, 
fixtures, or improvements of any kind, or cause any works, structures, fixtures or 
improvements of any kind to be carried out, built, constructed, reconstructed, 
established or placed; or  

(c) place or erect any sign, signboard or advertising device, or cause any sign, signboard 
or advertising device to be placed; or  

(d) plant or place any tree, shrub, bush, brush, hedge, or other object or cause any tree, 
shrub, bush, brush, hedge, or other object to be planted or placed; or  

(e) abandon any vehicle or equipment; or  

(f) discharge water or other liquid materials into a ditch;  

on a departmental road, except with the minister's permission or in accordance with this Act 
or the regulations. The minister may impose on permission he or she gives any conditions 
that he or she considers appropriate.  

Meaning of "authorized employee"  

8.1(1)      In this section, "authorized employee" means an officer or employee of the 
department who is authorized by the minister to exercise the powers given to authorized 
employees by this section.  

Removing unauthorized things from departmental roads  

8.1(2)      When a person takes an action in respect of a thing and the action contravenes 
clause 8(3)(a), (b), (c) or (d), an authorized employee may do any of the following to remove 
the thing:  

(a) if an authorized employee identifies the person who owns or controls the thing,  

(i) the employee may direct the person to remove it, immediately or before a specified 
date, and  

(ii) if the person does not comply, the employee may have the thing removed;  

(b) if an authorized employee, after making a reasonable effort, cannot identify who owns 
or controls the thing or can identify the person but cannot contact him or her, the 
employee may have the thing removed at any time without notice to any person.  
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